Image-based rendering (IBR) is an emerging technology for photo-realistic rendering of scenes from a collection of densely sampled images and videos. Recently, an object-based approach for rendering and the compression of a class of dynamic image-based representations called plenoptic videos was proposed. The plenoptic video is a simplified dynamic light field, which is obtained by capturing videos at regularly locations along a series of line segments. In the object-based approach, objects at large depth differences are segmented into layers for rendering and compression. The rendering quality in large environment can be significantly improved, as demonstrated by the pop-up lightfields. In addition, by coding the plenoptic video at the object level, desirable functionalities such as scalability of contents, error resilience, and interactivity with individual IBR objects, can be achieved. An important step in the object-based approach is to segment the objects in the video streams into layers or image-based objects, which is largely done by semi-automatic technique. To reduce the segmentation time for segmenting plenoptic videos, efficient tracking techniques are highly desirable. This paper proposes a new automatic object tracking method based on the level-set method. Our method, which utilizes both local and global features of the image sequences instead of global features exploited in previous approach, can achieve better tracking results for objects, especially with non-uniform energy distribution. Due to possible segmentation errors around object boundaries, natural matting with Bayesian approach is also incorporated into our system. Using the alpha map and texture so estimated, it is very convenient to composite the image-based objects onto the background of the original or other plenoptic videos. Furthermore, a MPEG-4 like object-based algorithm is developed for compressing the plenoptic videos, which consist of the alpha maps, depth maps and textures of the segmented image-based objects from different video plenoptic streams. Experimental results show that satisfactory renderings can be obtained by the proposed approaches.
INTRODUCTION
Image-based rendering (IBR) is an emerging and promising technology for photo-realistic rendering of scenes and objects from a collection of densely sampled images and videos. The capturing, compression and effective rendering are the fundamental problems in IBR research 1 . In 2 , an object-based approach for rendering and the compression of a class of dynamic image-based representations called plenoptic videos was proposed. The plenoptic video is a 4D plenoptic function and it is obtained by capturing videos, which are regularly placed along a series of line segments, instead of a 2D plane in the static light fields 2, 3 . The main motivation is to reduce the large dimensionality and excessive hardware cost in capturing dynamic representations. Despite the simplification employed, plenoptic videos can still provide a continuum of viewpoints, significant parallax and lighting changes along line segments joining the camera arrays. In the object-based approach, objects at large depth differences are segmented into layers for rendering and compression. An important advantage is that the rendering quality in large environment can be significantly improved, as demonstrated by the pop-up lightfields 4 . In addition, by coding the plenoptic videos at the object level, desirable functionalities such as scalability of contents, error resilience, and interactivity with individual IBR objects, etc, can be achieved.
An important step in the object-based approach is to segment the objects in the video streams into layers or image-based objects with different depth values. The object extracting method proposed in 2 is based on Lazy snapping, which is semi-automatic in nature. To reduce the segmentation time for segmenting plenoptic videos, one possibility is to obtain an initial segmentation of the video at a particular view using semi-automatic tools and rely on tracking techniques to segment the objects at different views and at subsequent time instants. Towards this end, an automatic object tracking approach using the level-set method is proposed in this paper. Our method, which utilizes both local and global features of the image sequences instead of global features exploited in 5 , can achieve better tracking results for objects, especially with non-uniform energy distribution.
After the objects in a plenoptic video have been extracted, the depth information for each IBR objects can be estimated separately. An algorithm for rendering and post-processing of plenoptic video with layered depth map is proposed, which has a much low computational complexity.
Due to depth discontinuity and segmentation errors, matting 4, 6 is usually performed. Basically, the foreground color F, the background color B, and the opacity component α (also called the alpha map for mixing) of each pixel around the object boundary are estimated. Using the alpha map and texture estimated, it is convenient to composite the image-based objects onto the background of the original or other plenoptic videos. The Bayesian approach in 6 is adopted in our system because of its good performance. Furthermore, a MPEG-4 like object-based compression algorithm is also developed for compressing the object-based plenoptic videos, which consist of the alpha maps, depth maps and textures of the segmented image-based objects from different video plenoptic streams.
The paper is organized as follows: the construction of the proposed capturing system is described in Section 2. The proposed object tracking algorithm is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the rendering of the IBR objects. The matting algorithm and the proposed object-based compression algorithm are presented in Sections 5. Experimental results are presented in Section 6. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2．THE CAPTURING SYSTEM
Previous attempts to generalize image-based representations to dynamic scenes are mostly based on 2D panoramas. These include the QuickTime VR 7 and panoramic videos . This greatly reduces the complexity of the dynamic IBR system. However, unlike panoramic videos, users can still observe significant parallax and lighting changes along the line segments. More recently, there were attempts to construct light field video systems for different applications and characteristics. These include the Stanford multi-camera array 10 , the 3D rendering system of Naemura et al.
11
, and the (8×8) light field camera of Yang et al. 12 . The Stanford array consists of more than one hundred of cameras and is intended for large environment applications. It uses low cost CMOS sensor and dedicated hardware for real-time compression. The systems in 12 and 13 consist of respectively 16 and 64 cameras and are intended for real-time rendering applications. Figure 2 shows the proposed plenoptic video system used to capture dynamic scenes. This system consists of two linear arrays of cameras, each hosting 6 JVC DR-DVP9ah video cameras. The spacing between successive cameras in the two linear arrays is 15cm and the angle between the arrays can be flexibly adjusted. More arrays can be connected together to form longer segments. Because the videos are recorded on tapes, the system is also more portable for capturing outdoor dynamic scenes. Along each linear camera array, a 4D simplified dynamic light field is captured, and the user's viewpoints are constrained along the linear arrays of video cameras. The use of multiple linear arrays allows the user to have more viewing freedom in sport events and other life performance. The proposed system represents a design tradeoff between simplicity and viewing freedom. Other configurations can also be employed. The cameras are calibrated using the method in 14 . In order to use this method to calibrate our camera array, a large reference grid was designed so that it can be seen simultaneously by all the cameras. Using the extracted intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the cameras, the videos of the cameras can be rectified for rendering. After capturing, the video data stored on the tapes can be transmitted to computers through FireWire interface. All these components are relative inexpensive and they can readily be extended to include more cameras.
OBJECT TRACKING USING LEVEL-SET METHOD
As mentioned earlier, objects at large depth differences are segmented into layers and are compressed and rendered separately. This helps to avoid the artifacts at object boundaries due to depth discontinuities. In the proposed method, an initial segmentation of the objects is first obtained using semi-automatic approach. Tracking techniques are then employed to segment the objects at other video streams and subsequent time instants. Our method is based on the level set method or geometric partial differential equations (PDE). The use of PDE and curvature-driven flows in tracking, segmentation and image analysis has received great attenuation over the last few years [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The basic idea is to deform a given curve, surface, or image according to the PDE, and arrive at the desired result as the steady state solution of this PDE. The problem can also be viewed as minimizing a certain energy function:
( 1) as a function of a curve or surface C. The subscript indicates that the energy is computed from the given images I. Usually, F(C, x) is designed to measure the deviation of the desired curve from C at point x. To minimize the functional in (1), the variational approach can be employed to convert it to a partial differential function (PDF). A necessary condition for C to be a local minimum of the functional is
. A general numerical approach is to start with an initial curve C 0 and let it evolve over a fictitious time variable t according to a PDE, which depends on the derivative
However, conventionally finite difference methods are unsuitable to solve (2), because the PDE might be singular at certain points. A major breakthrough in solving (2) is due to Sethian and Osher 20 , and the method is commonly referred to as the level-set method. The basic idea behind the level-set method is to represent a curve or surface in "implicit form" such as the zero level sets or isophone of a higher dimensional function. More formally, the time evolution of curves C(x, t) is represented as the level-set of an embedding function
where c is a given real constant. (2) can be rewritten as a PDE of ) , ( t x φ as follows:
where β is the velocity of the flow in the normal direction and it is derived from
above. The initial curve C 0 is associated with the level set with c=0, i.e. zero level set, and its time evolution is computed numerically by solving the following equation for ) (t φ , after discretizing at a sufficiently small time interval or step t ∆ :
where
is an appropriate approximation of the right hand side of (4). The desired solution is obtained when the PDE converges at sufficiently large value of n. For our object tracking problem, we define the following energy function for curve C:
where C inside (x,y) and C outside (x,y) are two functions designed respectively to control the expansion and contraction of the curve C at location (x,y), and Length(C) measures the length of the curve. If we assume that the pixel values are independent and Gaussian distributed with means c in and c out respectively inside and outside the curve, then it can be shown that the PDE so obtained can be written as (details omitted due to page limitation):
where β α , and λ are positive parameters,
is the value of pixel (x, y), in c denotes the driving force inside the curve C, and out c represents driving force outside the curve C. The third term, which is derived from Length(C), makes the curve smooth and continuous.
There are two different methods for determining in c and out c : global-based and local-based methods. The global-based method which is adopted in 5 utilizes all the pixels to drive curve C, where in c denotes the mean of all pixels inside the curve C, and out c is the mean of all pixels outside the curve C. There are many advantages about global-based method, e.g. fast evolution speed and insensitive to noise. However, some fine features along the boundary of the objects to be tracked might be lost. Figure 2(a) shows an example tracking result using the global-based method. It can be seen that the girl's right hand is outside the curve, because its mean is more similar to the background than to its body. On the contrary, local-based method uses local mean value inside a window instead of all the image pixels. In 
4．RENDERING OF IBR OBJECTS
One difficult problem of rendering light fields and plenoptic videos is the excessive artifacts due to depth variations. Thus, depth segmentation or some kind of depth information is necessary in order to improve the rendering quality. We assume that each image pixel in a light field has a color as well as a depth value. This is reasonable, especially when the light field is obtained from a 3D range scanner. Due to the limited amount of information that we can gather from images and videos, a very high-resolution depth map is usually not available. Fortunately, plenoptic sampling 22 tells us that dense sampling of image-based representation will tolerate this variation within the segments by interpolating the plenoptic function. In other words, it is highly desirable to focus on objects with large depth discontinuities. Therefore, we can estimate the depth information for each IBR objects after they have been segmented using tracking method mentioned above. Using the layered depth map, it is possible to detect occlusion and interpolate the image pixels during rendering. In 23 , a depth matching algorithm for rendering and post-processing of plenoptic video with depth information is proposed. This algorithm brought satisfactory rendering results, but the arithmetic complexity of this algorithm is very high. Here, an improved rendering algorithm with a much lower computational complexity is proposed.
More precisely, instead of finding the depth value of the image pixel to be rendered from the adjacent light field images, the two images are projected using the depth values of each pixel to the current viewing position. Considering the reconstruction of a pixel V in the viewing grid. If the two pixels obtained from projecting the left and right images to the position of pixel V have the same depth values, then there is no occlusion and the value of V can be interpolated from these pixels according to bilinear interpolation. On the other hand, if their depth values differ considerably (say larger than a threshold), then occlusion is said to be occurred. The projected pixel with a small depth value will then occlude the other. Therefore, the value of pixel V should be equal to the one with smaller depth value. Furthermore, if multiple pixels are projected to the location of pixel V, the intensity of pixel V is assigned to the one with smallest depth value. If only one pixel from the left or right image is projected to the position of pixel V, the intensity of pixel V is set to the intensity of this pixel. Finally, due to occlusion, pixel V might not have any projected pixels from adjacent light field images. In this case, we employ the image consistency concept to "guess" the intensity of these pixels 23 from neighboring rendered pixels using interpolation. A linear interpolation from the two image pixels just before and after this occlusion region is performed to cover all undetermined pixels.
OBJECT MATTING AND COMPRESSION
As mentioned earlier, due to possible segmentation errors around boundaries and finite sampling at depth discontinuities, it is preferred to calculate a soft, instead of a hard, membership functions between the image-based objects and the background. In other words, the boundary pixels are assumed to be a linear combination of the corresponding pixels from the foreground and background:
. (9) where I, F and B are the pixel's composite, foreground and background colors, and α is the pixel's opacity component or the alpha map. Using this model, it is possible to matte a given object with the original at different views and other background. The digital analog of the matte (the α -map) is introduced by Porter and Duff 24 in 1984. In natural matting, all variables α , F and B need to be estimated and the problem is to find the most likely estimates forα , F and B, given the observation I. This can be formulated the maximization of the posteriori probability
. Using the Bayesian rule, we have:
. (10) Since the optimization parameters are independent of P(I), the latter can be dropped. Further, if α , , B F are assumed to be independent, then (10) can be written as:
Taking the derivatives of (11), one gets a set of equations in the estimates of α , F and B. Interested readers are referred to 6 for more information.
It can be seen from above that for the proper rendering of an image-based object, we shall also need an alpha map and additional geometrical information in the form of a depth map, apart from its conventional texture pictures or maps. The alpha map is produced through the natural matting method discussed above, and they are used in the composition and rendering of the image-based objects. This information needs to be compressed for efficient storage and transmission of the plenoptic videos. We have adopted an object-based coding scheme, which shares many useful concepts with the MPEG-4 standard, except that it supports the compression of the depth maps and employs disparity compensation for better coding efficiency 25 . More precisely, the video streams of the plenoptic videos are divided into groups where one of the video streams called the main stream is encoded by the MPEG-4 algorithm without reference to other streams. The main stream then provides spatial prediction to adjacent secondary video streams, which employs both temporal and spatial predictions to better explore the redundancy in the video streams. Since alpha maps and depth maps are similar to the image textures, both of them are coded in the same way as the luminance component of the texture picture. We now present the experimental results of the proposed system.
EXPREMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed tracking method is evaluated using the "dance" sequence captured by our IBR system. For each frame, the initial curve 0 C is the tracking result of the previous frame, and the object curve of the first frame is obtained manually. The level-set contour evolution is implemented using the narrow band method, where (7) is used as the speed function. The window size m for the local energy calculation is fixed to 6. Figure 3(a) shows the tracking result of the global-based method. The results of our method are shown in Figure 3(b)-(c) , where the boundary is well delineated. It can be seen from the results that the proposed method gives more reasonable result for objects with non-uniform energy distribution. Although the proposed method is capable of tracking the objects satisfactorily for a number of frames (such as 30), the performance will start to deteriorate due to accumulation of tracking errors. This is illustrated in Figure 3(d) where parts of the girl's head and right hand are not well delineated. This problem can be alleviated by incorporating the motion information of the objects, which will be left for future work. The results of natural matting the image-based object are illustrated in Figure 5 . Figures 5(a) and (b) show an example snapshot of a segmented image-based object called "dance" and its associated alpha map computed. Figures  5(c) and (d) show example renderings of the image-based object, after matting with two different backgrounds or scenes. Figure 6 shows the compression results for the texture and shape coding of the dance sequence obtained by the proposed algorithm using the VM rate control algorithm. The curves denoted by "MPEG-4" represent the results using MPEG-4 without spatial prediction, while the ones denoted by "SP-3" and "SP-5" represent the coding results using the proposed algorithm with spatial prediction using 3 and 5 video streams, respectively. It can be seen that the proposed object-based coding scheme has a considerable improvement in PSNR performance (~1 dB) over the direct application of the MPEG-4 to individual video object streams. Details of the algorithms will be reported elsewhere.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed an automatic object tracking approach for a class of dynamic image-based representations called plenoptic videos based on the level-set method. The depth information for each IBR objects is estimated separately, and a rendering algorithm using layered depth map is also proposed. Natural matting with Bayesian approach is employed to improve the rendering quality under depth discontinuity and possible segmentation errors，and it allows us to composite the image-based objects onto different plenoptic videos. Furthermore, a MPEG-4 like object-based algorithm is also developed for compressing the object-based plenoptic video, which consists of the alpha maps, depth maps and textures of the segmented image-based objects. Experimental results using real-world sequences demonstrate the usefulness, good quality, and flexibility of the proposed approaches. 
